
CHAPTER 3) SPACES OF INCORPORATION – CURRENT CONDITIONS 
In the study as a whole I examine the role of  government interventions in shaping the 

context of  incorporation, the role of  local housing community development organizations, and 

the understandings, experiences and evaluations of  immigrant residents in each case 

neighborhood Olneyville in Providence, US, Spence and parts of  the West End in Winnipeg, 

Canada, and Nørrebro in Copenhagen. In this chapter I begin by describing the conditions in 

each case Section 1 focuses on the the built-environment and population geographies of  the case 

neighborhoods, their cities and metropolitan areas. I begin by looking at the amount and location 

of  housing that is affordable to low income residents, and accessible and acceptable to immigrant 

residents. I then examine the concentration of  immigrant residents, and finally analyze the 

covariance of  selected characteristics with the settlement patterns of  new immigrant residents. In 

Section 2 I turn towards the social and emotional geographies of  these spaces of  incorporation, 

drawing primarily on information from in-depth resident interviews to gain a stronger 

understanding of  the experiences of  immigrant residents in each case. This also serves as a 

starting point to understand the ways in which policy and programs are shaping spaces of  

incorporation; the role of  housing and neighborhoods in conditioning the possibilities for 

individuals and communities to participate in negotiations over spatial production and use, and to 

act and create partnerships to produce the places they need and want.

Section 1:  HOUSING LANDSCAPES (Built and Population Geographies)
General Housing Trends 
US – uneven distribution of  homeownership 

Detached owner-occupied homes are a strong majority in the US housing market. Two-

thirds of  households are owner occupied, and seventy percent of  the housing stock is made up of  
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single-household detached dwellings.1 This pattern of  ownership and building type largely 

repeats in the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) with fifty-nine percent of  occupied 

homes being detached single household dwellings as measured between 2005 and 2009. 

However, across the country and in the Providence MSA these numbers are heavily skewed 

towards suburban patterns whereas in central cities and inner-city neighborhoods there is a 

greater variation in housing and tenure types. In the city of  Providence only twenty seven percent 

of  the housing stock is detached housing, and in the Olneyville neighborhood only eleven percent 

of  the housing stock is made up of  detached dwellings. Further about half  of  households in 

Olneyville live in the multi-household duplexes and "triple-deckers" characteristic of  housing 

built for workers throughout New England from the turn of  the last century into the 1950s. It is 

not uncommon for a residential property to have a mix of  owners and renters, with an owner 

occupying just one unit of  a triple-decker and renting out the other two units. So while 

approximately forty percent of  residential properties in Olneyville are occupied by owners, just a 

quarter of  units are owner occupied (LISC RI, 2010). In the city and neighborhood about half  of  

all renters are paying more than thirty percent of  income for housing, although in some areas of  

Olneyville that number is as high as seventy-five and eighty-five percent. In the city of  

Providence, approximately two-and-half  percent of  renters are public housing residents 

(Providence Housing Association), and approximately two percent receive section 8 benefits 

(HUD). 

After years of  speculation connected to the housing market in the US, there was a 

proliferation of  foreclosures across the country towards the end of  the 2000s. Providence, and 

particularly Olneyville, have been hard hit by this most recent round of  foreclosure 

1 US data in this section comes from the US decennial census and American Community Surveys unless 
otherwise noted. 
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(HousingWorksRI, 2012, Morales, 2012). The situation in neighborhoods like Olneyville, with 

low rates of  of  owner-occupancy, and the predominance of  small multi-household and mixed 

tenure properties represents and understudied aspect of  recent foreclosures, where research has 

tended towards the impact of  foreclosures on  homeowners and larger-scale investors many of  

whom might actually have benefited from the housing bubble (see Morales, 2012). 

Canada – shortage of  affordable urban housing 
In Canada the rates of  owner-occupancy are as high as in the US at two-thirds of  all 

households, however detached homes are only half  of  all dwellings in Canada (Statistics 

Canada). In Winnipeg as a whole there is a slightly higher rate of  detached homes at sixty 

percent, but in the Spence and West End neighborhoods the rates are quite different with about 

twenty percent owner-occupancy.2 Additionally, a majority of  households live in low-rise 

apartment buildings, and detached homes make up only twenty percent of  the neighborhood's 

housing stock. A little over forty percent of  renters spend more than thirty percent of  their 

income on rent, as compared to eight percent of  owners. Throughout the city, approximately ten 

percent of  rented units are public housing and thirteen percent social housing – non-profit and 

cooperative owned or managed properties where a third to a half  of  the units are rent-geared to 

income (Manitoba Housing). Just under one percent of  households in the private rental sector 

received rent subsidies (Manitoba Housing). There are also several social housing properties 

designated for specific populations including elderly residents, those with mental health concerns 

and disabilities, and at least three properties dedicated exclusively to immigrant residents, with a 

total of  approximately 200 units. In all urban centers across Canada there is a shortage of  

affordable rental housing, and in Winnipeg this problem was exacerbated by a trend towards 

2 Unless over-wise specified data in Winnipeg comes from Stats Can, re-presented by the City of  
Winnipeg in its  Neighbourhod Data portal.  
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condo-conversions during the 2000s (Silver, 2011; Smirl et al., 2012).

Denmark – Variety of  Tenure and Rising Costs
In Denmark owner-occupied households make up a small majority (fifty-three percent)3, 

and detached homes are just forty percent of  all dwellings. In the Hovestad (Greater Copenhagen 

Area), forty percent  of  homes are owner-occupied, but in the Inner Ring, including the city of  

Copenhagen, private owner-occupancy rates are just twenty percent, and only five percent of  

dwellings are single-household detached. Just ten percent of  renters in the Inner Ring are 

individual private renters, all others are divided between various social housing, cooperative and 

non-profit run properties. Finally, the municipal government retains a small stock of  units making 

up just one-and-a-half  percent of  dwellings. Additionally, eleven percent of  renters receive direct 

rent subsidies, and municipal government maintains agreements with various non-profit housing 

agencies to place residents in their units. Property values and rents continue to rise in 

Copenhagen, driven by a general increase in land value, conversion of  both public and privately 

held rental properties into cooperatives where tenants were convinced to pay higher purchase 

prices, and due to a general shortage in the housing market (Kristensen, 2002). 

Spatial Patterns4 
This section further examine some of  the patterns described above with special attention 

to the location of  rental housing as the rental sector is an important resource for those entering a 

new housing market. Rental housing is often a more accessible and affordable housing option. 

However, as I discuss in further detail in Chapter 4), renting is also an option that is increasingly 

less-well supported as compared to ownership in terms of  housing policy and state programs, and 

3 Data on Denmark and Copenhagen come from Denmark's Statistics unless noted. 
4 Please see Appendix A for more detailed explanation of  data sources, analysis, and Appendix D for 

detailed results. 
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described in these same policies and programs as a less desirable tenure type. This section looks 

at the variation in the location of  rental housing at the regional scale for each case – Providence 

MSA, Greater Winnipeg, and the Copenhagen Capital region (København Hovestaden) – and then 

examines the impact of  housing location and costs on the settlement patterns of  migrant 

residents. 

housing and settlement location and concentration 
There is a great deal of  variation in terms of  the location and percent of  rental housing in 

each case (Appendix C: Fig 1a). The case neighborhoods also sit at the higher end of  the range 

with higher concentrations of  rental housing. There is also a spatial component to the variation 

in each region with rental units appearing to cluster (Appendix C: Fig 2a, Fig 3a, Fig 4a). 

The patterns of  clustering also reveal general land use patterns, with rental units located 

in denser and more highly developed areas. In Providence these dense areas are downtowns of  

the city and surrounding towns, in Winnipeg clusters of  rental housing follow developments 

along major roadways, and in Copenhagen they fall along the transit lines connecting suburban 

areas to the central city. The Moran's I – a measurement of  general spatial auto-correlation used 

to evaluate the significance of  clustering or dispersal – show that the clustering in each case is 

statistically significant at an alpha of  0.1 or a 99% confidence level. 

Even where rental housing is available the question of  affordability remains. To examine 

the question of  cost and location the mean rent payments are mapped for the Providence and 

Winnipeg regions. In the Danish case direct cost of  rent information is not available, however, 

different sectors of  the rental market are heavily regulated, and so in that case I map the 

percentages of  rental types with lower costs and easier initial access as a poxy for mean cost of  
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rent5 (Appendix C: Fig 2b, Fig 3b, Fig 4b). Comparing these maps to the maps of  percent rental 

properties overall, there is no dominant pattern and instead in each case we see areas with high-

high, high-low, low-high and low-low patterns in terms of  the relationship between availability 

and affordability. 

Each case neighborhood is also an outlier in terms of  rates of  foreign born residents 

(Appendix C: Fig 1b). There are also distinct patters in each case in terms of  the settlement 

patterns of  newly arrived immigrant residents (Appendix C: Fig 2c, Fig 3c, Fig 4c)6.  Again using 

Moran's I measurement, new immigrant residents are most clustered in Providence, and at the 

scale of  analysis possible with the available data the clustering of  new immigrant residents in 

Copenhagen is only statistically significant at an alpha of  0.1 or a 90% confidence level. 

Examining the patterns of  availability and affordability of  rental housing it becomes apparent 

that settlement patterns do not simply overlay to measures of  either availability or affordability, 

for example in Providence new immigrant residents are more clustered than rental units, while in 

Winnipeg and Copenhagen new immigrant residents are less clustered. The remainder of  this 

section examines the covariance of  an array of  variables in relation to the probability of  

immigrant resident settlement in each case. 

determining settlement patterns 
The data is analyzed using a spatial-lag negative binomial, and poisson regression to 

examine covariance between counts of  resident settlement in each case and a set of  socio-

economic characteristics in each case7. 

5 Please see Appendix A for a more extensive discussion of  data used in this section and its strengths and 
weaknesses in this comparison. 

6    In this section new immigrant residents are those that immigrated in the five years previous to the 
2005-2009 ACS counts five years previous to the 2006 Canadian census in Winnipeg, and between Q1 
2007 and Q4 2010 in Copenhagen.
7 See Appendix A for greater detail on methods. 
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In all three cases there is a lower probability that new immigrant residents will settle in an 

area as the rates of  white, or non-Danish-born residents increases, and the probability of  

settlement is correlated with rates of  immigrant residents8. However, in the US and Danish case 

new settlement is negatively correlated with naturalized citizens, suggesting that residents are 

migrating to areas with other new immigrant residents, or hose who have not chosen to take on 

citizenship. Other results are less intuitive and suggest interesting variation between cases. In 

terms of  average households or family incomes, settlement and household incomes and positively 

correlated in the Canadian case, negatively correlated in the Danish case, and negatively, but not 

significantly correlated, in the US case. The model also tends to underestimate rates of  

immigrant resident settlement in the more wealthy suburban areas of  the Winnipeg area 

(Appendix C Fig 5), suggesting a distinct pattern from the rest of  the area, and particularly the 

more highly populated central city. 

In terms of  housing availability and affordability, there is a significant positive correlation 

with new immigrant residents and the proportion of  rental units. However, in both cases there is 

also a positive correlation between rent and settlement. In the Canadian case every 100 dollar 

increase in rent is correlated with a 17% increase in the estimated number of  new migrants in an 

area. In the US case the relationship with a 0.08% increase for every hundred dollars at with a p 

value of  0.05 or a 95% confidence level. In Denmark the case is less clear with significant 

negative correlations for all housing types except for limited liability cooperatives, and owned 

properties. Rather than a stable pattern, this suggest that immigrant residents are spread 

throughout a variety of  housing tenure types, which corresponds with the finding of  lower 

concentrations of  immigrant residents in the Danish case, as measure at the available scale. 

8 See Appendix D for detailed results
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This analysis suggests that the settlement patterns of  immigrant residents in these three 

cases cannot be understood simply through economic factors. The concentration of  immigrant 

residents in potentially desirable areas such as well serviced downtowns or along major 

transportation routes in the analysis above also suggests that settlement is more than just an 

economic calculation. Instead, there is a need to understand the role of  the build environment in 

settlement choices, as well as the social and emotional geographies of  these cities and 

neighborhoods. In the next section I turn to a more qualitative analysis of  these neighborhoods 

to better understand resident experiences and understandings of  settlement.  

Section 2: RESIDENT EXPERIENCES (Social and Emotional Geographies)
Spence and the West End in Winnipeg have the most diverse built topography of  any of  

the case neighborhoods, and in just under 5km (3miles) one moves from the western edge of  

downtown with a handful of  high rise buildings, and a commercial district, through low-rise 

buildings mixed in with single family houses and some smaller commercial strips. As one keeps 

going the last kilometer or so so becomes an almost suburban grid, with primarily residential and 

single family homes dominating the landscape, and large parking heavy shopping complexes just 

to the west.  Additionally, there is limited green or open spaces in the area with the exception of  a 

newly renovated park of  the far eastern edge of  the study area. 
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Figure 1: Downtown Streetscape Figure 2: Spence Streetscape

Figure 3: West End Streetscape



The Olneyville neighborhood is a fairly uniformly occupied by multi-household units, 

with old mill buildings and light industry scattered throughout the area. The neighborhood is also 

the most physically isolated of  the three cases with distinct entrances, and boundaries created by 

natural features such as a river, as well as built structure such as highways and overpasses built 

during the 1960s cutting the neighborhood off  from the rest of  the city on its eastern boundary. 

When riding a bicycle into the neighborhood from the east there is no question that one has 

arrived in Olneyville. Riding down the hill into the neighborhood one is greeted by murals 

painted by community groups, but also finds that the bike lane ends abruptly, and the smooth 

recently repaired road  becomes worn as one find themselves dodging a series of  small potholes. 

At the center of  the neighborhood is a commercial area that used to be a second 

downtown in the city. While one or two  storefronts might be empty or closed at any given time, 

they seldom stay closed for long, and in common with the other commercial strips in the 

neighborhood, most are filled with stores that serve the needs of  the neighborhood with a focus 

on restaurants, food and clothing, and services ranging from a small car dealerships, to cell phone 

stores and hair dressers. Once again there is quite limited green space in the neighborhood, with 

the exception of  some small parks. One recent major development is the restoration of  a large 

greenway along the river on the neighborhood's southern edge.  
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Figure 4: Olneyville Streetscape

Figure 5: Highway Overpass Mural Entering Olneyville
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Figure 8: Nørrebro Lagkagehuset bakery at the intersection of  Nørrebrogade and Jagtvej, 

January 2013

Figure 6: Greenway Bike Path through Renovated Riverside Park

Figure 7: Intersection of  Nørrebrogade and Jagtvej, June 2009, source: Google Maps



Coming into Nørrebro from the south-east one crosses over one of  many bridges over a 

canal and into an area that in just five years has gone from being one of  two areas in Denmark 

listed on the Government of  Canada travel watch, with concerns over gang-related violence, to 

an increasingly trendy and desirable neighborhood. Nørrebro more-so that either of  the other 

case neighborhoods has seen the impact of  large numbers of  new residents and new investment.  

As an example, the corner of  two main streets that once housed a MacDonald's and small green 

grocers is now home to a tony Lagkagehuset bakery – which one Danish informant described as 

a key sign of  gentrification in Copenhagen these days – and an upscale Irma grocery store. 

However, traveling further north the retail mix changes with more green grocers, simple 

clothing stores and restaurants and shops more likely to be family-run by residents with West 

Asian backgrounds. Finally, the northern edge of  the neighborhood is ringed by the S-tog 

(commuter rail) lines. 

The housing stock in Nørrebro is less diverse at first glance with low-rise brick buildings 

lining the dense winding roads throughout the neighborhoods. Most of  these façades also conceal 

shared internal courtyards, and the main difference between buildings tend to be in terms of  

finishing and fenestration. The two major exceptions are the larger alemene (non-profit) housing 

sites on either end of  the neighborhood which still feature similar low rise buildings, but whose 

large-scale uniformity creates a closed-off  landscape distinguished from the rest of  the 

neighborhood. 

Spaces of  Disorder or Spaces of  Belonging? 
In spite of  any differences in the physical appearances of  these neighborhoods, each share 

many common characteristics. First, in spite of  new developments each neighborhood is still 

described through narratives that highlight the disorder, and – to greater or less or extent in each 
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neighborhood –  that disorder is attached or attributed to large foreign-born populations. 

From the perspective of  these immigrant residents there is much to recommend each of  

these neighborhoods. For a large majority of  the residents I spoke with the fact that they lived in 

neighborhoods with large numbers of  other immigrant residents was described as an asset. Some 

described the ways in which this made communication easier, others talked about having ready 

access to particular foods, other resources and services, and enjoying the diversity of  the 

neighborhood. For others they simply felt more at ease in their own neighborhood than in other 

parts of  the city. These residents spoke of  the comfort of  hearing and speaking familiar 

languages, and feeling as though they could retain their cultural practices with greater ease. For 

many residents the comfort they felt inside their neighborhood contrasted with their feelings in 

the rest of  the city and interactions within the larger community. Residents described feeling 

unwelcome, reported being unsure if  a certain area was for them. Also a handful were explicit in 

describing encounters as racist or discriminatory. These residents, however, were almost always 

fairly taciturn about encounters they described as racist or discriminatory. As one resident put it 

“but it is normal I think when you are not in your country” (Copenhagen, r1). Finally, the fairly 

central location of  all the case neighborhoods was also important, but even more-so the 

convenience of  having what many described as everything they needed close by. Residents talked 

about social services, and educational resources in the neighborhood, they talked about shopping 

and entertainment, and many in the Canadian and Danish cases made reference to the ease of  

moving about either on foot, using public transit, or by bicycle. 

From Threat to Nuisance - Negative Impressions of  Neighborhoods
However, not all resident impressions of  these neighborhoods were positive, and in a 

significant minority of  resident interviews there were various complaints or concerns, including 
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residents at times echoing larger narratives about these neighborhoods. For example several 

residents spoke about the problems in their neighborhoods as being related to too many 

immigrant residents. People would go on to explain lack of  care for houses in an area, or 

difficulty finding housing and employment through the idea of  too many or to great a 

concentration of  immigrant, and co-ethic residents. One person described their experience of  

Olneyville in Providence by simply saying “This area. Sometimes I don't feel like it's the US, I 

don't feel like this is any part of  the US” (Providence, r1), going on to discuss problems with low-

income residents, people with mental health problems and Latino residents as contributing to 

disorder in the neighborhood. Residents also in some cases echoed certain hierarchies when 

assigning blame for disorder. For example in the Canadian case residents who were new to the 

country, but relatively well connected to networks of  long-term Canadian residents, were more 

likely to additionally identify First Nations and Aboriginal residents as part of  the disorder in the 

neighborhood. In the US case both Latino and non-Latino immigrant residents were more likely 

to single out Latino residents as the problem. In the Danish case the residents would often 

describe situations in terms of  a sort of  degrees-of-foreignness, tied implicitly to questions of  

race, religion, ethnicity, class and national origin. 

However, it is not simply the case that some residents saw the neighborhood in a positive 

light including the presence of  many other foreign born residents, while others saw this all in a 

negative light. Instead, the same person might express both sentiments in one conversation, 

sometimes explicitly noting the contrasts, but more likely than not without any discussion of  the 

seemingly contradictory views. Instead of  seeing this as simply contradictory it is important to 

acknowledge that these tensions are part of  residents' experiences, and to hold and explore this 

tension to try and better understand in what contexts or in what ways one or the other 
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impression might be applicable for residents. 

Part of  the mix of  opinions over a neighborhood might be in part related to the fact that 

a large majority of  residents described their moves into these neighborhoods as almost accidental, 

or at least not entirely intentional. Instead residents spoke about moving into these 

neighborhoods because they were where they found  affordable rents, where they found the best 

value in terms of  purchasing property, or as neighborhoods where family was already living. A 

handful spoke about pre-existing relationships with the neighborhoods through work, or other 

interests, but for most their first real introduction to the neighborhood came when they moved 

into their homes. For residents who have arrived as asylum seekers or government sponsored 

refugees landing in these neighborhoods was even less by choice, and at least one resident spoke 

specifically about not knowing that they could have turned down the first offered 

accommodation.  

And so for many residents when they first arrive they have perhaps heard about the 

reputation of  the neighborhood already, other find it difficult to read the space, and are unsure 

how to respond to perceived disorder. Particularly in the Canadian case while no one I spoke with 

reported being a victim of  crime, most of  the newest residents spoke about the neighborhood as 

unsafe. They described coming to this conclusion through stories told by friends, along with their 

own observations of  litter, and other residents being loud, fighting or being visibly intoxicated. In 

the American case there was also talk of  the neighborhood being unsafe, some people spoke 

about having been mugged, or neighbors engaged in what they suspected was drug use and 

trade, most simply referenced youth and others loitering. For some the discomfort never went 

away, and they simply left these neighborhoods, and I spoke with a handful of  residents who had 

recently moved out of, or planned to move out of  the case areas. However, for those that stay 
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almost all grew to like and care for the places where they live. This quote from a resident who 

had been in Canada for five years and in Spence for three living in a home their family owns 

illustrates these sentiments:    

A: You know what, at the beginning I don't know, I thought that maybe because it's 
named as a rough area, but now I like. There are so nice people, it's more like a 
diverse, and we didn't, we are not a stranger. After work, after my work I sit 
outside my house sometimes and then I talk to my neighbor, […]  and we kind of  
like almost like a small community. (Winnipeg, r1)

This resident went on to describe issues that for newer migrants were a cause of  great 

distress as simply a nuisance: 

A: You know in fact Spence area and West End is not bad. … people still believe 
that there is still a reputation. 

INT: Do you think that it has changed? So maybe the reputation isn't true 
anymore, you think the reputation was maybe never …  

A: I think it's still true, I guess maybe I think its still true. Uh for example when I 
came in the morning. When I come to work in the morning on the street, I – not 
in my block though on the street like I mean by Sargent – I still see like prostitute. 
[…] It doesn't affect me though. Yeah I was thinking maybe if  we have more like rich 
people walk around there it will reduce those kind of  you know [pause]  problems. 
But I hardly see them. 
(Winnipeg, r1)

Costs of  Immigration and Economic Challenges 
For residents in each neighborhood, and particularly in the first years after immigration, 

residents spoke about the difficulties involved in becoming 'an immigrant'. In some ways there are 

the more abstract struggles around becoming 'an immigrant' and taking on identities that might 

be given rather than something you recognize in yourself  (Jones-Correa, 1998; Povrzanovíc 

Frykman, 2001). However, for the most part residents were more likely to speak about material 

challenges related to the economics of  migration. These challenges included a general lack of  

employment, and related to that the problem of  past experience and credentials not being 
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acknowledged. A residents who had been in medical school spoke about starting over again to try 

and get a nursing degree, an electrician returned to school to get high school equivalences as a 

first step to re-credentialing. Even a resident who arrived as a student spoke about the difficulty of  

getting a university to accept their credentials. 

In the Canadian and American case in particular, economic challenges were cited as the 

main barriers in terms of  finding and keeping housing. In the US case in particular residents 

would often speak about living with families, renting out rooms, and doubling up to afford 

housing. An additional prominent theme was the increased scarcity of  affordable and acceptable 

housing. This scarcity of  affordable housing extended to residents purchasing or owning houses 

who were seeing property taxes rise, as well as experiencing houses selling at well above the 

asking price. In the Danish case in addition to the high cost of  housing in some tenure types there 

was also the difficulty of  gaining access to tenure types that might be more affordable. These 

difficulties were a combination of  formal and informal barriers including the fact that non-

Danish citizens must seek out special permission from the Ministry of  Justice to purchase 

property in Denmark including property in the cooperative housing sector. Additionally, all 

residents outside of  the non-profit housing sector reported the importance of  informal networks 

in finding housing, and particularly the notion that people were reluctant to sell or rent to them 

because of  a sense the immigrant residents would not stay in Denmark, would not make it their 

long-term home. 

CONCLUSIONS
Each case neighborhood shares basic conditions with both high rates of  rental and new 

immigrant residents. However, the cost of  housing in each neighborhood is relatively high and 

particularly in the US and Canadian cases an increase in rents is correlated with an increase in 
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the settlement of  new immigrant residents. These results hint at the limitation of  pure economic 

explanations in understanding settlement patterns in each case. Instead the quantitative analysis 

also point out a clustering of  new immigrant residents around other immigrant residents, and 

away from white and native-born residents. The significance of  clustering is picked up in the 

narratives and experiences of  immigrant residents who describe the importance of  needed 

resources, and the comfort in diverse neighborhoods with a large contingent of  other immigrant 

residents. 

Distinct from an earlier literature on ethnic enclaves (c.f. Logan, Alba and McNulty, 

1994), however, the data in this chapter also identifies the importance of  non-immigrant 

residents, organizations and institutional factors in shaping settlement patterns. These factors 

include market characteristics such as the lack of  correlation between affordable and accessible 

housing, the actions of  settlement workers in the case of  residents who enter as refugees or 

asylum seekers, and the difficulty of  accessing housing due to the importance of  social networks. 

In the next chapter I examine the impact of  non-immigrant factors in conditioning spaces 

of  incorporation, first examining the role of  governments at various scales, and then moving to a 

discussion of  the shifting role of  community development organizations.
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